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Abstract: Computational phenotyping is the process of converting heterogeneous electronic health
records (EHRs) into meaningful clinical concepts (phenotypes). Tensor factorization has been
shown as a successful unsupervised approach for discovering phenotypes. However, tensor methods
have some major limitations for phenotyping:
1) unable to incorporate existing medical knowledge;
2) fail to handle high-order tensors (e.g., order ¿ 5) .
We will talk about two of our recent developments in addressing these challenges:

First, we proposed Rubik, a constrained non-negative tensor factorization and completion method
for phenotyping. Rubik incorporates 1) guidance constraints to align with existing medical knowl-
edge, and 2) pairwise constraints for obtaining distinct, non-overlapping phenotypes. Rubik also
has built-in tensor completion that can significantly alleviate the impact of noisy and missing data.
We evaluate Rubik on two large EHR datasets. Our results show that Rubik can discover more
meaningful and distinct phenotypes than the baselines.

Second, we extended a theoretical framework called tensor networks for analyzing high-order ten-
sors. We developed an efficient sparse hierarchical Tucker model (Sparse H-Tucker) for finding
interpretable tree-structured factorizations from sparse high-order tensor. Sparse H-Tucker scales
nearly linearly in the number of non-zero tensor elements. We applied Sparse H-Tucker on a real
EHR dataset for learning a disease hierarchy. The resulting tree structure provides an interpretable
disease hierarchy, which is confirmed by a clinical expert.
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